
In Germany, quality hoteliers are often born and raised within the hospitality industry. They’ve seen their 
families run the business, and have gained first-hand experience throughout their lifetimes. This level of 
industry and cultural expertise is invaluable, and also incredibly scarce—making it challenging for new 
entrants to the local industry to attract the talent they need to be successful. And, with Germany listed as 
the third largest travel and tourism economy in the world, quality hospitality talent is poised to become 
even rarer.

Our German hotel customer was in need of additional skilled talent—and its internal 
recruitment capabilities weren’t yielding the quality candidates necessary to meet 
business growth and high-end customer service expectations.

THE CHALLENGE 
With a recent influx of tourism 
and a severe lack of hospitality 
talent, the German hotel 
chain was struggling to source 
skilled candidates that were 
also a good cultural fit.

THE COMPANY 
With a 90-year history in  
the region, the well-known, 
upscale hotel chain has 40 
hotels located throughout 
Germany and Europe. 

THE SOLUTION 
KellyOCG developed 
comprehensive candidate 
profiles and explored non-
traditional recruitment 
avenues to target high-
potential candidates. 

THE RESULT 
KellyOCG helped the 
organization establish a robust 
pipeline of skilled hospitality 
talent. Other achievements 
included significant cost 
savings, a 25% reduction in 
time to hire, and more.

 Innovative sourcing  

 fueled by talent personification

The KellyOCG team first worked with the client to develop a deep 
understanding of the target candidate’s demographic, social, and 
psychographic behaviors, including their lifestyle, Internet  
browsing habits, job-seeking habits, and more. 

KellyOCG® helps upscale German hotel chain establish pipeline of niche, 
highly skilled, and culturally aligned hospitality talent.
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The research revealed several interesting trends among the candidate pool. Potential candidates, for 
example, were found to visit a few particular online stores more than others—and usually late at night.

We then used this information to drive the design of a very targeted marketing and 
sourcing blueprint that explored unchartered avenues to reach these high-potential 
candidates. 
Recruitment messaging focused on communicating the distinguishing characteristics of the hotel  
chain’s brand. It also played into the behavioral motivators we discovered during the initial personification 
research—communicating why working for this hotel would create unique and rewarding career 
opportunities. We closely monitored this approach’s web metrics, as well as the metrics for more  
traditional job board postings (which proved far less productive), and adjusted activity accordingly.  
This adaptive process ensured the right volume of candidates were making their way through the  
recruiting funnel at all times.

This work drove impactful success for the 
organization in a number of different ways:

• Reduced time to hire by at least 25% 

• Exceeded recruiting cost savings targets 

•  Increased manager satisfaction because of  
accelerated hiring outcomes

KellyOCG also customized its proprietary talent 
community software so the client could maintain  
a continuous pipeline of high-potential talent. As  
a result, they could respond quickly and effectively 
to shifts in demand as the hotel continues to 
expand its reach and customer amenities.
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